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letters ?

Dear Eds,

Give us the truth about religion!

Your Easter Vigil issue was simply

tawdry. Take, for instance, Huxley's

century-old article on the Resurrection

He wastes his breath talking about dis

agreements in the Gospel accounts of
the Resurrection appearances. He for
gets that the Gospels are primarily

theological, not biographical. The

Gospel writers weren't interested in

questions like: how many women

were at the empty tomb? when and

where did Jesus appear to the apostles?

By the time the writers set pen to

paper, the Resurrection had been so

talked about that numerous traditions,

which conflicted on minor points,

had sprung up. The writers, each of
them describing Jesus from a differ

ent angle, took those accounts which

served best to illustrate what they
wanted to say about Jesus. As they
took different accounts, the Gospels

conflict on certain detais. BUT it is

significant that all four Gospels (and
St Paul) agree on the crux of the

matter: Jesus, the Son of God, lived,

died, was buried in a tomb, rose from
the dead on the third day and app
eared to his apostles. This is NOT

legend
- the apostles themselves,

in preaching this message, were pre

pared to endure fatigue, ridicule, per

secution and death for the sake of
this message. When the Church says

the Gospels are inspired, she does

NOT mean that each word is literally

true. She means that everything in

the Gospels points (literally or symb
olically) to the truth that Jesus Christ,

Son of God, is our risen Saviour - and

this truth IS literal; and Christians

have always believed it to be literal

All 'inconsistencies' in the Gospels

do not alter this message. Huxley
would have us believe that the apost
les didn 't see Jesus, but hallucinated.

He says only Matthew's Gospel states

that at first the apolstles were sceptic

al when the women told them of the

Resurrection. In fact, all four Gospels

recrod this scepticism (Matthew 28: 17
Mark 16:14, Luke 24:41, John 20:25):

Sceptics, as we know, don 't hallucin

ate. The apostles saw Jesus. Huxley is

ready to admit that St. Paul, prior to

his conversion to Christianity, was

anti-Christian. But later on, Huxley
accuses St Paul of having 'precon-
ceived ideas' which led to his convers

ion! Huxley thinks St Paul should

have 're-examined the facts'. In fact,
?-

after a stay in Arabi, St Paul did go up
to Jerusalem and spend a fortnight
with St Peter! (Galatians 1:18). ''Be

sides, does Huxley think St Paul could

travel backwards in time to the occas

ion of his encounter near Damascus?

Then, the article on Bakunin

said St Paul refused to recognise wom

en's equality. Although St Paul, like

all men of his time, upheld male

domination, he also ( unlike the pagans)

stressed respect for women. He said

that in marriage, each partner owns

the other's body. He said that 'in

Christ's fellowship woman is as essent

ial to man as man is to woman' (I

Corinthians 11:11). Even William E.

Lecky a rationalist, said that Christ

ianity improved the status of women

St Paul finally asserted that 'there

are no more distinctions between

Jew and Greek, slave and free, male

and female, but you are all one in

Christ Jesus
'

( Galatians 3:28). The

article on Bakunin said, 'Man is

intelligent, just, free; hence God

does not exist'. Why, then do int

elligent, just and free men like Newton,

Pascal, Pasteur, Marconi, Einstine, Heis

enberg, Planck, Wernher von Braun

and Julius Sumner Miller believe in

God?

The article on John Frum assert

ed sarcastically that Jesus never de

fecated. Well, Jesus DID defecate.
As a man, He was like us in all

things except sin, Christians say.

The article on 'Dealing in Rel

igion' said religious people often
'

lose their ability to think rationally'.

Is St Thomas Aquinas irrational?

The Atheist Society said evil dis

proves God' s existence. Why, then,

did an evil man like Augustine, who

had an illegitimate child and was a

drunkard become a Christian, a bishop,

a saint? The Atheist Society talked

about religious hypocrites without

proving that they were as common as

supposed. Anyway, atheists can be

hypocrites themselves!

In the most recent issue of
'

Woroni
'

there was the usual accusat

ion that Christianity and colonialism

go together. Why, then, in 1462, did

Pope Pius II call slavery
'

a great

crime'? Why, in 1537, did Pope
Paul III forbid the enslavement of
Red Indians? Nearer to home, what

about Daisy Bates and the 'Bishop
with 150 wives'? What have the

atheists done for the Aborigines?

Nothing, except sit on their lazy

bottoms and write about uranium.

Finally, there was another

'faded relic'
- Renan \ article

on Jesus. Suffice it to say that

Renan failed to grasp Christian

teaching about Jesus: Jesus was

true man and true God. As

true man, Jesus was less than the

Father (John 14:28) and even ignor

ant of something
7

(Mark 13:32).

As true God, Jesus - was equal to

the Father (Philippians 2:6) and all

powerful While on earth, Jesus, who

wanted to be like us humanly in all

things but sin, allowed His human

nature to be cut off from some

things He knew as God Thus Jesus

'grew in wisdom' (Luke 2:52).
But the most annoying thing of

all was the picture of a man ejaculat

ing. Foul language is bad enough -

it's popular with little boys who want

to sound tough. But pornography is

the absolute limit, and if 'Woroni'

doesn't become less offensive, then I

shall take direct action to ensure

that 'Woroni' is cleansed thoroughly.

Don't say you weren't warned!

Vincent Torley.

Pornography may indeed be the absol

ute limit. If however God is absolute,

is he then obscene? Thank you for

your warning — we have already taken

out insurance against Divine Intervent

ion with the Radio Church of God

Garner Ted Armstrong, you know,
had a policy with them . . .

Eds.

Dear Eds,

The late Sir Robert Menzies once

scad:

'We have learned that the right

answer is to set the individual

free,
to aim at equality of opp

ortunity, to protect the individ

ual against oppression, to create

a society in which rights and

duties are recognised and made

effective.
'

Unfortunately such a situation does

not exist under the current leader

ship of the Students' Association. Lib

erals are singled out in S.A. meetings,

they are not always given speaking

rights and even if they are, the Presid

ent allows interjections and ravings

from the floor, which are neither con

structive or rational

The last meeting of the Students'

Association saw one of our number

abused by President Bartos and his

pseudo left wing cronies, because of
a motion concerning an individual's

right of freedom of speech. It is un

fortunate that. Bartos has to lower

his wit to these levels, the only reas

on he does this is to stop people

laughing at his efforts to conduct a

meeting.
It is high time that the Students'

Association leadership realised the Lib

eral Society will only contribute to

their meetings, when they begin to

conduct the meetings both democrat

ically and without political bias.

J ,J. Gunn

ANULS President.

Editors:

Charles Livingstone

Beth Pattinson

Tony Lambert

Published by Steve Bartos

for

ANU Students' Association

PKnted by Queanbeyan A ge

This issue was put together by

Dave Miller

Tim Harris

Chris Keats

Peta does our typing.

thanks to Julia Church and Chris Wallace

for the photographies

[?]

The inevitable happened - some

people said it wasn't fair; we should

have a men 's issue of Woroni This

point should have been discussed in

the last issue. Why don't we have a

men 's issue?

jo start witn, au societies xoaay
are patriarchies, that is to say, they
are power systems devised and largely

run by men. Value systems still ab

ound in which men have the upper

hand. Everyone has come across this:

'man and wife', veils in Moslem coun

tries, woman brings up the kids
, wife

depends on husband's earnings, father
GIVES the bride away, managerial

positions are mostly held by men and

this could go on forever.

Because of the organisation of soc

iety and the values of society, one is

justified in saying that women are opp

ressed, women are not given encourage
ment to rise up in the world or to be

come complete individuals in their

own right. Therefore, women have to

do things exclusively FOR and BY

women to achieve anything. By hav

ing a women's issue, Women on Camp
us were encouraged amongst them

selves to do something together, to

share their thoughts and information

with others, to share some of then

own interests and talents. (If you

haven't noticed already, most articles

in Woroni are written by men./
Some may argue that men are

oppressed because they, too are con

ditioned strongly into roles according

to society's values. Men too
, should

be encouraged to do what they feel
best without being pressured into

'normality' but this isn't really the

issue . In terms of society, men are

not oppressed, men are not looked

upon as mindless drudges or sex ob

jects, men have more opportunities
in societies such as ours.

For women to have the same rights,

privileges and opportunities as men,

there must be great Changes in values

and morals. As it can be seen now,

as women are achieving their goal,
less pressure is being placed on men

to fill the conventional role. To run

the argument around to a full circle,

one could say that by having a women's
issue we are, in a way, having a men's
issue.

It takes a while to understand, but

think about it carefully. To change the

present situation we don't have to

swing to a complete matriarchy ( al-

though some think that way) but wo

men do have to get their conventional

role changed in order that they ( and

men ) can live in society as PEOPLE.

So there ends the argument for
not having a men's issue. (Comments
(no threats please) are most welcome.

(Additional credits to Jo Collings v

Kate Fletcher, Alex Anderson,
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LETTERS cont ? ?

Dear Editors,

Congratulations on your last

edition (June 11). The lower half

of the back page was particularly

interesting, being a very fine example

of student democracy at work. Un

fortunately, there were three rather

iwgv ly yugr uyni^ui errurz
(

ur wer ts

they ink blotches?) on our side of
the page (right hand side), but I

feel confident that your proof
reader will improve with practice.

It may interest your readers

to know that owing to our limited

resources, only 450 copies of the

pamphlet were produced. Thanks
to your efforts, the many thous

ands of readers of Woroni each

have their own copy of our pam

phlet, albeit a litt more difficult

to read than the original.

You have saved us a great
deal of effort, keep up the good
work!

Yours in Secession

M Norbury
President,

A.N. U. Secession Soc

iety.

Thank you for the nice words. The

back page was interesting wasn't it.

The reason the two leaflets were

included was to show the people

the truth because your leaflets

did not contain the exact truth.

That's what we are here for. You

can print anything you like but if

it isn't fact we'll let people know
— that goes for any group.

You will do your cause harm

by mouthing off the way you have

been, so keep up the good work.

Eds.

A letter in. a secret ASIO-proof

code, to all our terrorist sub

scribers.

Dear Terrorist Subscribers,

Na gardle flee nipp off! Walla

wurrum prurve like etti non fulcra

bit. Rum bumble prepushnitty do

offal crut. Spik ill luddle noo .

imteeottle fit dishy. Testo me jick

higgy dist, zoo voblo wet bed. May
you and your inal rust in piss.

Abercrinty scrag fiddich blerr wer-?

die, momo veliew ta het dermomi

it primus stove, tattidue fast fat

1976-1979. Blevene no tea pot,

pitty carcar cronk no bombs and

guns. 1979 dead bat hat, grundle

findity ex-pretham moom over the

Caspian Sea. Snail off the potty

grindle fell cundy gruntle killit cod.

Smell tootle lee bendover hill
-

(as was wash flu inbed), fergle

titbit hole god is a rancid mouse.

Flatulent in mogadon juty bog

oggle vargus, coo in the north

fog go fy tron eh? Fill in the

pasty lead
legs

and hairs in arm

sweat rumble — to the north wind

o the ode does jingle. Heroin,

pangolin, don fallin, fallout.

Yours sincerely,

Egg colly-lodgings,

Eall-Filly Fluff-Over.

Dear Editors,

I would like to add my support
and agreement to the article in your

. last issue. It seems to me that lang
uage is a means of maintaining pre

judice generally, to do with both

racial and sexual discrimination

The approach seems to be

that if one cannot understand any

matter, or the views held by other

people — then the natural reaction

in order to overcome this lack of
understanding is to generalise about

that person 's views or attitudes. By
doing this one mentally draws a

line between 'them' and 'us'. 'They'

have undesired characterisations,

and 'we' are all a good lot.

In this ftay anyone with

differing political views can be classed

as 'communist agitators' 'fascists

or 'trendies'. Differing social at tit

.

udes result in lables much as 'male

chauvinists' or 'feminists' (used de

rogatively). This extends to racial

areas more obviously, 'the yellow
peril ',

'

whites' etc.

The point is that people find
it difficult to cope with the com

plexity and variety of alternative

views, nor are they prepared to

attempt to understand the reasons

for another person's attitudes, even

though those attitudes may seem

perfectly valid to every person hold

ing them. Rather than try to under

stand another groups point of view

it is easier to treat them as oppon

ents, in that way one can feel just

ified in disliking them.

At any one time it seems large

groups in society may fear another

group, for a variety of reasons, for

example Jews in Germany in the

1930s, women in many Moslem coun

tries and unfortunately women in

most societies, though to a lesser ex

tent.

I would agree that this letter

hardly covers the subject matter

conclusively but time . . and space

Roger Tallboys.

The Editors,

Dear people, for that is what I assume

you to be,

I regard the name of Woroni to be

be apt. It is apparently borrowed from
an Aboriginal world for 'message stick' .

If this could suggest that Woroni had

some clout, or that any comments in it

were at all pointed, then surely all the

better.

I also feel that some, nay all,

alternatives, if
indeed an alternative

is wanted, for it is not needed, would
lack the completeness and definitive

ness of this single world. The idea of
a student newspaper called the

ANU STAR or the ANU NON TELE-

GRAPH, is not quite enough to make
. me ill; I have a strong constitution

If, however, the present editors

have no regard for the Aboriginal

cultures and merely wish to change
the name for the satisfaction of
their own egos and possibly ultimate

ly capitalistic
reasons and intentions,

then they are a sorry lot and should

be deposed immediately.

Yours faithfully,

Richard Horobin

Dear Richard,

Very reliable sources have told

us that the name 'WORONI' was in

fact made up by a group of drunken

students, one night in the bar, over

twenty years ago. The story that

WORONI is an Aboriginal word for

message stick is also a complete fab

rication, there is no such Aboriginal

word. If you want proof you may

ask the current Minister for Post and

Telecommunications, Mr Tony Staley,

who apparently was one of the origin

al perpetuators of the myth.

As far as our egos go; we are

asking, the students of A.N U. to

decide. We are not doing it all by
ourselves. Name suggestions will be

published in Woroni and students

wil' be asked to vote on the matter.

Secondly, the response shows that

chanting the name is not a bad idea.

By the way, where in the hell

did you get 'capitalistic intentions'

from?
Eds.

The Eds,

An Exercise in Futility by J.J.Gunn

On Thursday the 14th of June I had

the pleasure in attending yet another

pathetic meeting organised by the

last remnants of the 'Flower power

era'. The meeting was supposed to
'

be discussing 1) the 'threatened' cut

backs in TEAS 2) the re-introduction

of tertiary fees and 3) the cut backs

in education spending by the Federal

Government.

Unfortunately the meeting dec

ided to organise a street march When

will these people realise that the

holding of such marches is nothing
but an exercise in futility. Not only

do they alienate tfie general public,

they also discourage the Federal Gov

ernment to take a serious look at the

grievances of the students. When

will these minority groups realise that

we have a democratic system, which

allows any interest group to approach
the Minister concerned and state their

area of concern It is far more pract
ical to work through the system than

it is to try and work around it. Other

groups (including Trade Unions) have

tried to get around the democratic

framework of our Goverment and

have failed. The system is there to

be used and not abused, the Students'

Association will be abusing it if tfrey

go ahead with their rally.

There are many, far more -, effect
ive alternatives open to tfie concerned

group:

i) a petition to the House of
representatives,

.ii) approaching each and every
local member of Parliament

of each of the students con

cerned.

iii) seeking an audience with

Senator Carrick or even the

Prime Minister. I can assure

you that they will be willing to talk

to a group of well organised, rational

and sensible group of students repres
enting the S.A. There is also the

press. Two reporters at the Canberra

Times are more than receptive to

student opinion and will certainly

print your views.

Just remember people treat

street marchers as ratbags and rad

icals, you will achieve nothing from
them as A. U 8. 'has

?

proved!

P.S. The days of the great flower
power rallies are:dead - so why is

the A.N.U. so far behind.

J.J. Gunn

President of
A.N. U. Liberal Society.

If John Gunn were ever a student of

history (or indeed ever took a Ibok at

the world in chaos) he would realise

that the greatest acts of mass street

action occurred well before the 'hippie'

generation was even a pubescent poss

ibility. They still happen — in societ

ies devoid of 'flower power' crap and

all other such intellectual wank type
notions with which Mr Gunn associates

them.
Eds.

Dear Editors,

I find it hard to express my
total amazement at the highly

dubious nature of the letters in your

magazine. As a practicing basketball

court and part-time ravioli repairer,

I, of all people, should know about

these things, and I am forced to the

conclusion that the greater proport
ion of the said epistles are total fab
rications. They are obviously the'

products of diseased minds and

should be stamped out. Let's get
out there and show all those vac

uous little parasites that are suck:

ing the life-blood of a once-proud
nation what REAL correspondence
is all about.

Yours in traction,

Rev. Arnold Squettage,
D.F.C.

Dear Editors

As an observer at the Students'

Association meeting last Wednesday

evening (13th June) I was a little

disturbed at an amendment motion

forwarded by the President of the

A.N. U. Labor Club. The amend

ment was with respect to the AUS

Resolutions. The two resolutions

considered were:

'Should the Australian Union

of Students: A) Be composed of
individual members? or

B) Be a federation of
local campus organisations. '. After

spokespersons spoke for and against

these proposals the Labor Club

President 'in her wisdom' (or is

it conspiracy?) proposed an amend

ment which essentially meant that

those students which belong to cam

puses which have seceded from AUS

should be allowed to individually

join AUS, whereas those on campuses

which have not seceded (or more

appropriately haven't been given an

opportunity to express their choice

of whetherto secede or not via a ref

erendum) were not to be given this

choice. I can't, for the life of me,

see why such an asymmetry should

be proposed ( the reason for the term

conspiracy). Does the president feel
that the majority decision, of those

campuses who have seceded should

be disregarded and be allowed volunt

ary membership whilst those who

have not been given the opportunity
to make a majority decision be still

compelled to belong to A US. Why
the contradiction? Why the disreg
ard for a democratic majority?

Is it the policy of the ANU

Labor Club or a personal view of
its president? Whatever, it stinks

and reflects total disregard for

democracy.

Rod Jones

Dear Rod,

Please don't insinuate conspiracy
—

it's so hackneyed. When one side

loses they always stand up and scream

conspiracy — it is ill founded and tot

ally childish.

Your argument against individ

ual membership to AUS on campuses
that have seceded conflicts very well

with your argument against decisions

made at S.A. meetings. Our decisions

are made democratically at &A. meet

ings
—

votes are taken from members

who are present at meetings, so stop

getting bad doses of sour grapes just

because you don't get your own way

all the time.
Eds.

Gnomes
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It is well over ten years now since we

began our local activity in support of the

Palestinian people's rights. It was shortly

after our arrival in Australia from the State

of Israel where the two of us (and our two

children) were born and brought up. The

reason we left our country was precisely
because of our disapproval of the aggress
ive war which was launched by the Israeli

government against the Arabs in June 1967. *

The study we made here in Australia
of the Palestine- Israel conflict and Zionism

led us to the conclusion that Zionism, *

like other colonial movements of European ^

settlers, was the primary cause for the Pal

estine-Israel conflict We therefore exposed
the Zionist policies. This has brought on us

slander arid defamation by the local Zionist

leaders with the aim to isolate us from our

own people and the local Jewish commun

ity.

Our solidarity with the Palestinian

Arabs was influenced also by the much

declared aim of the Palestinian Arab lead

ers to establish a 'democratic Palestine where

Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews will live

together as equals On a personal level we

have been repeatedly told by local Palest

inian leaders that they regarded us as broth

ers and considered us too as Palestinians. On

this personal reassurance coupled with our

deep conviction and belief in the just cause

of the Palestinian people, and our opposition
to fascism and imperialism, we led and dir

ected our whole lives, as well as that of our

children. The result for us was that we have

been denied Australian citizenship, despite

repeated applications to various immigration
ministers, since late 1972.

It turned out, however, that the Palest

inians Arab leaders never regarded us as Pal

estinians really. We always found one Palest
inian Arab 'assigned' to us; one at a time

to maintain 'contact'. But in spite of

repeated pleas and requests by ourselves to

these 'liaison officers' we were never

allowed access to any of their local organis
ations and we- were denied the most ele

mentary social and personal friendship

with the Palestinian community. Further

more, in time of dire need and seirous

troubles, which occurred to us in recent

months, they left us to be 'stewed in

our own juice'. Blinded by their own react

ionary outlook and personal ambitious, mis

led by flattering Australian collaborators and

misguided by reactionary policies of their

superiors, the local Arab leaders feel they
have enough support NOW without a couple
of 'Israeli Jews' who, because of their 'per-
sonal troubles', are not any more 'useful

I

tools' to worry about anyway ...

Our inevitable conclusion now, following
more than 10 years of painful experience; is

that there is no basic difference between the

attitudes and outlook of the Arab leaders (Pal
estinian leaders included) and the Zionist
leaders. Also our experience taught us that

an honest stand and total commitment to

the cause of peace based on justice for the
Palestinian and for the Israelis is likely to be

met with disdain and cynicism by Zionist

leaders and Arab leaders alike.

We wish to repeat once more that we

never went and never will go against the

interests of our people. We always believed

that it is in the interests of the two people —

the Israeli Jews and the Palestinian Arabs —

to work together for the creation of a truly

democratic society where the two people
could live in peace. We never have and never

will allow ourselves serve the narrow interests

and ambitions of any reactionary selfappoint
,

ed 'leaders' — be they Israeli or Arab.

Above all we never did and never will support

any form of terrorism — Israeli and Arab

included, no matter what excuse is provided
for it.
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I^^^^SeHism^racism^d^^^eals^te^^

oppression — all j^thes^oie, all

have as their roc^'oppressio/i* by
people who desiifeultimate pot%h

-the control of energy.
A nuclear

sooi^'vvill only inc'^^i
the sexis^xyfich womenV^ffeK

,
cause vtpmen wei;e-deemed usetuhip
only fo^jeproductiori and chlldr^ar

. ing i0wb eyes o£a maie-dominajKra -

soornfy,' vyomen's mtel lec^, our wgrk -2
'

ouipndUj^nce, our capability, oii -

crortivitV; etc. have all been.valuesd

QJgLY in' terms
'jSf,

our ability to j#^
gqj|& mothers. IfWte valued men/and
gave them public credibility only in

terms erf thejr ability to be good fath
ers we would have an enormous

nutty'
; ber of rnen removed ,frpm public pos

itions, bepaysejhey j^/ould no longer
have

soci&t$)re(fibililjyf
eCg.- Malcolm^

Fraser woil^be tfra only male;polit:
ician left j Parliament

— /be
cause he the ;$esr';at
the time! Odv

iH^fsl y there woul^Voe a

reaction to

^j^&nd
rightly

so.^^X

Obviously, also, there has been, is-
and

will continue to be, a Reaction to the

narrow definition of a viable iwoman's
role in our society. :

Oppression is caused by a cjesire.

to control other groups and this is

dominant in our society Which has

been created and ruled by men.- It
'

may be a male characteristic ahdjs'
'

^iS^tauily an integral part of male con

ditiorwig. It' is^f«*gwho fight to gain

j'^powerf
who ^0%(^ed this patriar

lUchaMeyriety,
.wfej its%xismL/^f^rn,

^class, -ajraKwh
at

ajfe. tfjelti ng^hucf^^
powerV'lSder rhT^^Vbtefrt, men figf|[

A' eyeryonefSlse, a^^ev.en''the^.sely$s^
fdr-suc^\wgoal(

'fighting, not for self

determination, for energy cont

rol. Partof retaining energy^power
^ -/'*

has beeij^he jbontrol of wor^&n,
6tP\j

races, of^bour; the oppression of^,x.\

people wj^do not fit. into the status^
quo, t

b^ep n d it i on ing'
of(:chi

fdrin 'to

fit
in^v^pr'e-ordained'-|oj5iety.^/^

*-&&0dX especially tHi6secwh^X '-?, h, V

claim to b^ fighting for a better world,
must be prepared to be active to elim

inate oppression, to share power. If

they do hot do ihis, they will be

seen to be battling 'for their own pow

er, battling to be in^ontrol.. and not

Rattling
to remove the. structure which

allows oppression to . ix fet.

The pivil liberties perspective on

nuclear power illustrate^ this. Men

argue that civil liberties Will be dest

royed in a nuclear society. Women

agree. We point out .that wb'-afready,

live in and are oppressed in-';a
nuclear A

society and demand that
tfiejeivil

- %
liberties men take for

jgrantetj
should 4*

'^)e
given to all people/ NOW.t - 1

^

'?I'
Here aree a few examples;

Jl) The Right to Speak.
v*

.Women are socialized into an inarticul

Aate role, to be passive. 'Good Women,
4ik6 children, should be seen but not

Jiedrd.'

4?) The Right to be Listened To.

jyVomen are trivialised, told we are be

ingsSilly, emotional, neurotic, over

sensitive, etc., are chatterboxes, irrat-
'

ional, etc.

(3) The Right to Determine our own

Future

Women have limited job opportunities,
we are trained in limited directions,

trained to have no self confidence to

tackle an aggressive world, trained to

accept, rather\ than to initiate ... we

are pressured to rely on a man to

have any social recognition {'Peter's

wife and Jody's mum').

(4) The Right to be Born into a

Healthy Environment

We don't haveTcqnJrol over our bodies;

\ contraception is inadequate and dang
erous, 'Abortion ofteh impossible; we

^a/e rape^/'then victimizecLin^the^cpurts
^

- ./(
'

j FraWr has just called out the
'I

army for security to safeguard the

right to safely walk the streets!.
?

.He-.-';«s^
is protecting politicians. When has

'*
'

it ey&r.been safe for women to walk -,/

the streets, to stay at home without ^
being attacked by a stranger, or a hus- #

band?..
?

..

The list coulcJ'«x.tend endlessly

but it is clear that women are opp

ressed_^d;a'nuclearvsoQiety .will only

increase this oppression! ?

(l^Jffffomen
fighting for seld-determin- ^

ationTdemand a radical change in
-?

?sSSiety. Such a change could never

?-^'tplerated in a nuclear state which '-

m(j^{remain stable to be safe. Any

demands for self-determination must,

andjwould be, rendered ineffective.

^Jl2l^lf
Australian uranium exports pro

v-/'ceeded, trade with other countries

/- would result in^the influx of manu

\

factured goods (eg. from Taiwan,
k South Korea, Japan., the Phillipines—

f
all of which want Australian uranium),

our own manufacturing industries

V would suffer and result in the unem

\ ployment of marty women, especially

migrant wom^rt' \
* (3) If uraniurfi'fnining expanded, Ab

?

/?
briginal women- \^ould suffer whole

'

sale cultural destructjon, particularly

,.v ^ from alcohol, rape, syphilis and

bearing half-caste children who are -

* *
4

k7 ft ^

V., 'r,'.' '
A-'

.

. .

,
not j recognized by tribal culture.

.vAbbriginal women have' already tried
-

to avoid this by the outstation move

ment.

(4) All women have reason to fear
'

nuclear health hazards. Radiation

causes cancer, leukemia, sterility, hor

monal displacement, mutations.

(5) Third world wpmen will have nuc

lear technology imposed upon them.

It is completely inappropriate to

their demands. They cannot afford

electricity but will have any attempts
at emanicipation from the economic

and social grind under which they suf^
fer made futile. The industrialisation!'

resulting from nuclear power will

cause displacement, forced urbaniz*£^
ation, and loss of the cultural support*

groups which make their rural exist-''
v

erice possible.

*V. Through collectives, worru^rpex
. plore the avenues which lead away,

from oppressive/power-hungry ^dom
inating forms of behaviour. V\»jhave
had notable success, our figlwfor

self-determination, not just for worn- /

en, but for all oppressed groups.
'

./

*|\/len
in alternative movements,

such
^s

environmental, anti-nuclear

movements, must
Jae ytfilling to e^ar^i

ine
anat^Qp.fprnris of oppression

'

which prisvent (individuals andmoups
'

from a fct
i^t p a r t i c i p a t i o n

(e^-Ct^pes,
of com^ti^ structure, chalrli^p(o
cedure, I iaj£ori . Channels, rhe'torid,'^'\

sexist behqviPUr, which can exclude
those who a^n'-i know the rUiSs or

are..^pt,used to public behavi-5tir).

JTf\e y must b^^e'peared,tP^coti^(der
^feminist guidelines. If th^;:a^e that

politicization (not just rad^jsation)
of all people is important^d'n^Gess

-^ary for an effective moyercjferiV'tl&y
imust take theFnext step of ericourig

'mg people tp initiate activity, to make

^their'own. d^«ions, to be autonomous.

T^|i|(s-^^^pprtant, because

we
can^pt fight the nuc

lear soemjV 6^:^S|}ig/Upf
as an alter

native; hyfelear^^n&eS^movements ! !

In our struggle fpr^a non-nuji^^'
v'\.

?*\\
'r;''

future it
i5-;\ttep§ssary

to examine jn'.';

great detail?iilf4fnative forms:of,energy. §
We must work towards a futu^vvhere

^reliance on/external forms of
en'e^y.

is
discoura^cl. '|o stop the oppreSf

ion created^y th^ desire to control

1 energy we
nni^t

utiHze energy forms

which
allqv^e^elop^sel^l'ii^^e'l

^

Thi.s^iiHhfe direction'^ '^usfV^y
take ifr^^^'to unite agatiyt'th^^iV

'

oppres^^fT\those;whp se^R tcC;.c^^ rnr I
trol poW^^d people — iM^e ih/a/ '/-A

way :th^^f|o^%..£|nd enc-^jjF5^?s eq'tial

participatipfr^:-al.l in^t^fight to ?

enUihe pre^Hfihufeleap^oplety and\
v

r;

to pi-eyent the'?em^r0nce of a -rrQ^eaL

-?- k, ?- Roslyn Livi^^ph t -/
^

J
' ''

. 1 y'* ?- y i

Dp^&jpaper
on'l2ivil

Li^'.,.;

^^\ertiesf^tjp critique of 'tfief .

'Jj

\ ^ton^ofiergy ^^:and''^pp^^d
ro jects

^bteqt^p^'j
Th^ «s ^sl^t^ed versLnio|^^articj|;^;'

^rintedln§|^^\React|cifD'^^ I K0h
^978. lyiagai^jfir the \ $)i K-liw
'

€^f|R/r^i|a^rf i^rn

^ind^^^sley|^t\eet
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^

Classes can be arranged to start at the be- -fcN|L^ ^ ? ? -

ginning of second semester if enough stud- /- V/
.'^

ents contact the Arts Centre. The Centre 'I j ^ iTkJ
~ ?

''

has some equipment for practising all the

j£!

I
|

^

Films of Nepal — the land and people, National

Parks, wildlife. Mountaineering in the Himalayas Q r^ B

Being organized and held by 'A2A2' —

/^ m

Australians to Annapurna III' - a mtn of
v N

^

Jb
sg&iwP

^7

a^«arjss' \^r iipfiiiraipaMw
? FILM NIGHT - Thursday, July 19th 7.30pm ? M- ? -^_

—

'?? ?

?
?

AT : Ainslie Primary School Hail

Donaldson St. Braddon

|

COST: $3 (half price for students and

M mmy with wife Cindy and stepdaughter Kimberley Beck, 21, outside their (^teiale, California, Ja^fRer

Tammy Leonetti

7- -tjy battle
wrtn cancer1

'

'You ?CAN LIVE . . . you can

live . . .' Tommy Leonetti sang
each night ... 'you're at the
crt^oa^a of your life .

.
.'

Some in theJwftOTC££'who applauded
him wildly

— there were standing ovations

and repeated encores — knew that the

handsome, dark-haired siagcr, composer
and actor Jted ^Y2Qt a ^oiit with cancer

about five$Searra!gor* lx-jAL. jd

But seeing him - Jajwrett''' and

healthy-looking, filling the air with music
on balmy Hawaiian nights — few could
have had any idea that the fight, for

Tommy, was far from over. When he

Two serious opcTotloW

_hav^eft
*his P°Pu,ar

?ei«|er undaunted, full

of optimism he wants
to share with^thtnF

finished that engagement in Honolulu a

team of doctors was waiting
— back at a

medical centre in Los Angeles, California
—

to remove a second malignant*t£8SEf;
this time fromth£singer's right lung.

'Every JseffjfRobk on a new meaning,'

Tommy ^gwflS* now, almost anmmily
CJfion jLia£juAOuiC r oi^i

dismissing those ^iedcs in which he risked
his life and

he^th
tecause he didn't want

to cancel a -bouKiir^'It's a classic show
business syndrome, the show must go on!
And Tommy Leonetti's show — one year
after his second-^wSSS*- operation

—

is

going on with courage, determination and
a marked lack of self pity. 'I've gotta go on

showing up,' he says simply, when, you
comment on his bravery. 'What else is

there to do?' —

(^ -Ke. £ J* ) .

In 1971,. Tommy underwent
surgery to

remove a 'kion^jMEumour. The cancer had
invaded the organ to such an extent that
the kidney was removed and, for three

v CONTINUED OVERLBKf
-t&L.

T £lfH '. Ti £.tH '. Ti £TU I T ££.TK ! DCtO TS.£TH I TS.1TH
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Law and Authority

by our 19th century political correspondent
Prince Peter Kropotkin (1842-1921)
(as amended by Mad 'Roy' Looney)

Part The First

IN. WHICH WE EXAMINE THE BIRTH
OF MODERN LAW AND SOME

CHARACTERISTICS THEREOF.

:'When ignorance reigns in society and disorder

in the minds of people, laws are multiplied,

:egislation is expected to do everything, and
.3ach new law being a new miscalculation, people

ire continually led to demand from it what can

jroceed only from themselves, from their own

education and their own morality.'
It was no Molotov-hurling maniac who

?aid this, it was the French jurist, Dalloy.
ind though these lines were written by a maker

:and admirer of the law, they perfectly repres
ent the abnormal condition of our society

today — in which new laws are regarded as

?emedies for social ills.

Instead of themselves altering what is

frad, people begin by demanding a LAW to

liter it. Laws about roads, fashion, mad dogs,
virtues and all the vices and evils which re

?ult from our indolence and cowardice.

Laws regulate every event in our lives —

aur birth, our education, our love, our devel

opment . . . our society seems no longer

fible to understand that it is possible to exist

.other than under the reign of law, elaborated

)y a representative government and admin

-stered by a handful of rulers. Rulers who

have for thousands of years done nothing but

ing changes upon 'respect for the law,

obedience to authority'. The principles are

taught in infancy and confirmed in school.

Dur education constantly reinforces and re

gards 'good' (that is, submissive) behaviour

;ind attempts to kill in us the spirit of revolt.

Obedience to law is made a religion. Moral

joodness and the law of the masters, are

con)fused into one divinity.

When we enter into public life we see

society, literature, newspapers and television

influencing us every day; inculcating the

?anrie respect for law. News media have not

in article which does not preach this res

pect, even though they prove every day the

imbecility of law, and show how it is dragged
hrough mud and filth by those parasites

harged with its administration. Servility

^efore the law has become a virtue instead

-if the dangerous quality it truly is. There

have been many who defended the law

against what are called 'abuses' - the in
evitable consequences of the law itself.

But times have changed and are chang

ing, rebels are everywhere (your grandmother
could be a closet anarcho-syndicalist, your
brother a commosexual). These people are

challenging the sacred fundamentals of our

society, foremost among them being that

fetish, law.

They find that law was born of gods and

priests, or bloodshed — conquest by fire and

sword; is characterized by conservatism was

maintained by the atrocities by byzantinism,
the cruelties of the inquisition, the tortures

of the middle ages and the gloomy dungeons
of prisons. Today we see as before, instru

ments of power: the baton, the rifle, the

prison. The brutalized prisoner, reduced to the

condition of a caged beast, and the judges,

stripped or every feeling which does honour
to human nature, living like visionaries in a

world of legal fictions, revelling in the inflict

ion of imprisonment and death * Without
even suspecting, in the cold malignity of
their madness, the abyss of degradation into
which they have themselves fallen before the

eyes of those they condemn.

We see a race of law makers legislating -

in ignorance and at random but never for

getting the penalties to be meted out to raga

muffins (people what cause unrest) — people
a thousand times less immoral than them

selves. We see jailers, detectives, police, spies:,

corruption erected into a system. All the

vices and evil qualities of people countenanced

and cultivated to insure the triumph of law.

Compare the misdeeds accomplished in

the name of each law with the good it has

been able to effect and weight them carefully.

The confused mass of rules called law has
been bequeathed to us by slavery, serfdom,
feudalism and royalty. Its worship has been
established with especial success since the

rise to supreme power of the middle class

('there he goes, bringing class into' it again'
but do you deny that classes exist and that

certain of them do have supreme power).
Since the great French Revolution.

During and after the Revolution lawyers
rose to power and did their best to strengthen
the bases on which their ascendancy depended.
The middle class and the priesthood were quick
to accept this for their own protection and

designs. Finally, the people received it as an

improvement upon the aribitrary authority
of the past. To understand this, compare the

„
treatment of peasants by all-powerful nobles

(some of whom could have been quite insane)

with the promise of 'equality before the law,

obedience to the law without distinction of

birth or fortune' This proved to be pure
bullshit. Can you not see that one of the most

obvious injustices of our time is the different

treatment of those fortunate enough to be dis
. tinguished by birth of fortune. One law for

the rich, or rather no law for the rich. But

at that time it appeared to be agreat advance.

The saviours of the menaced middle class

(the Robespierres and the Dantons) stood upon

the writings of the Rosseau's and the Voltaires
and proclaimed 'respect for the law, the same

for every person!' (Hooray fuck) and the

people accepted the compromise , their revol

utionary impetus spent in battle with a foe
whose ranks drew closer daily. Saving them
selves from the absolute power of their lords,

they bowed their necks beneath the yoke of
law.

The middle class has ever since, continued

to make the most of this maxim, aided by the

myth of representative government. It has

preached this doctrine in its schools and pro
pagated it in it s writings. It has moulded its

art and science to the same purpose. Today
we behold the odious fact that people who

long for freedom begin their struggle by en

treating their masters to be kind enough to

release them by modifying the laws which
these masters themselves have created.

^

PART THE SECOND

IN WHICH WE EXAMINE THE GENESIS OF

LAW AND ITS EARLY DEFENDERS.

Relatively speaking, law is a product of mod

ern times. People managed quite happily for

ages without any written law. During that

period personal relations were simply regulated
according to customs and habits acquired by
each person in childhood. Each tribe had its

own manners, pustomary law as the jurists

say. Social conventions sufficed to maintain

harmony between the inhabitants of villages

and communities. Personal relations can be

regulated according to accepted customs, with

out the written laws imposed by legislators.

Written laws only meddle with our lives in

order to regulate our relations with an unnec

essary state. Interpersonal relations were

ormerly regulated by people in general not

by special peace officers.

Two distinct currents of custom were evi

dent in primitive peoples: Habits and feelings

useful for the preservation of the race and

society, and desires to dominate impose and

steal.

The first group of customs made possible,

indeed were necessary for, life in common.

They were not established by legislation or

religion. They preceded all law and all

religion. They are spontaneously developed

ANS/LNS/David Helvarc,

by the very nature of things. People ended

by no longer eating one another because they
found it more advantageous to practise agri
culture. There existed absolutely independent
trives where laws and chiefs were unknown,
but the members of the tribe gave up stabbing
each other in every dispute, because the habit
of living in society had ended by developing
certain feelings of fraternity and unity of
interest. Such feelings and practices as recip
rocal obligation, compassion for the weak and

self-sacrifice, are inevitable results of social

life. They evolved anterior to law and indep
endently of religion. They are not inherent
in people but are the consequences of com

munes.

However, with these customs, others are

evolved in personal association. Selfish person
al desires most often embodied in priests and
warriors who profit from superstition and
weakness. These two succeeded in imposing
upon primitive societies customs mutually ad
vantageous and tending to perpetuate their

domination of the masses. Gaining by the
indolence, fears and inertia of the crowd
(inaction kills!) they gave permanence to their

premacy.
rP»— *

They would have made use, initially, of

the tendency of people to run in a groove.
When they are at all superstitious, people are

afraid to introduce any changes into existing

conditions. The unknown frightens them,
they prefer to cling to the sureties of the past.

Even when it represents poverty, oppression
and slavery. What number of politicians, econ

omists and would-be revolutionists cling to a

vanishing past and act under the impression
that the least infraction of established routine
would bring ruin and anarchy. How many care

only to seek for precedents. How many fiery

innovators are mere copyists of bygone revol
utions.

The spirit of routine, originating in super
stition, indolence and cowardice has in all

times been the mainstay of oppression. In

primitive societies it was cleverly turned to

account by priests and military chiefs. They
perpetuated customs useful only to themselves,
as is done today by business, religious and mil

itary establishments. The conservative spirit

was exploited to assure the chief in his en

croachments upon individual liberty. So long
as the only inequalities between people were

the work of nature, there was no need for

law and the formidable paraphernalia of trib

unals and ever-augmenting penalties to enforce
it. These inequalities were, however, increased

a hundred-fold by the concentration -of wealth

and power.

As society became more sharply divided

into a domination-seeking minority and a sink

ing majority, trouble increased. The conquerors
were anxious to secure themselves beyond quest
ion, to make them selves holy and venerable by
every means in their power. Law appeared, un

der the sanction of the priest and the protect
ion of the warrior's club. Now the warrior

was the defender of truth, justice and the auth

oritarian way.
If, however, law was nothing but protect

ion and security for rulers it would be more

than a trifle difficult to administer. The legis

lators confounded in one code the two currents

of custom already mentioned: those which

were evolved long before any artificial written

laws, and those necessary to ensure inequality.

Customs essential to the being of society are

now intermingled with rules prescribed by the

ruling caste. Both claim equal respect from

the crowd: Do not kill, unless conscripted; do
not steal, unless you are a tax collector.

Such is law. Coated with appeasing laws
about customs which have no need of laws to

ensure respect or acceptance, is a body of

demands useful only to rulers injurious to the

mass of the people, and maintained only the

fear of punishment.
Like individual capital, also born of fraud

and violence, and developed under the auspices
of authority, law has no title to our respect.

It must be utterly destroyed on the day
we decide to break' our chains.

***************************

NEXT WEEK:

THE THRILLING CONCLUSION (PARTS
3 AND 4) TO THIS ALARMING ARTICLE.
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Classical Records
RUSSIAN CLASSICS

Vladimir Horowitz's latest recording

of the 3rd Piano Concerto of Rach

maninov was first issued about six

months ago, and I would not nor

mally review it at this late stage, how

ever it is such a splendid performance
that I just had to have something to

say about it, and to perhaps put it in

to a more realistic perspective than

some other reviewrs have done.

This particular version was re

corded by Horowitz at a concert given

in New York's Carnegie Hall on 8 Jan

uary 1978, to mark the 50th Anniv

ersary of his first public concert in

the United States. The choice of this

concerto was very .In

younger days Horowitz was a great

champion of it and helped to estab

lish it in the repertoire. Rachmaninov

himself once heard Horowitz play it, ,

and gave Horowitz's interpretation his

blessing by saying that the pianist had

'swallowed it whole'. There is then

a certain air of authority about this

performance which is added to by the

fact that the New York Philharmonic

at Horowtiz's request engaged to con

duct the concert, that grand old man

of American music, Eugene Ormandy
who accompanied several of Rachman

inov's own performances of this con

certo.

For many this version will be

self recommending, and indeed it is a

fine performance which definitely has

something new to say about this con

certo. Listeners who have got to know

the concerto through some of the more

recent recordings of it will be astonish

ed at the lightweight view that Horo
? witz takes. The playing is very fluid

and easy,' but that is hardly surprising

considering that Horowitz's technique
and command of his instrument are

almost legendary. Bravura display is

avoided altogether, and generally the

concerto emerges as a feathery, quick
silver work. In the first movement

Horowitz uses the original of the two

cadenzas that Rachmaninov wrote for

this concerto, whereas most pianists

these days prefer the more difficult

alternative cadenza, but the !

textured, less chordal original is more

appropriate to Horowttz's view of the

work. In the reproduction of the con

cert program that accompanies this

record, Horowitz tells us that Rach

maninov preferred by and large the

easier cadenza. Incidentally, Orman

dy, who must rank as the most co

operative and agreeable of concerto

accompaniests provides orchestral

support which is entirely in keeping

with the pianist's vision of this con

certo.

All in all, this recording belongs

among the most recommendable ver

sions available, but I am a little worr

ied that because of the obvious

authority of it that it might be taken

as the only way to perform this

work. It does in many ways follow

what is known to be the way Rach

maninov himself likes this concerto

played, but composers are remarkably
inconsistent in the way they perform
their own music. Did not Rachman

inbv after all write that massive alter

native cadenza to display his own

technical abilities on the piano

of his contemporaries found it too

difficult (e.g. Joseph Hoffmanf. For

Horowtiz this is the only way this

concerto can be performed, that is

his conviction and I will not argue

with it, but Vladimir Ashkenazy

(R.b.A., also incidentally, with Or

mandy conducting) has shown us

that this is also a concerto that can

be seen as a monumental work. He

uses the alternative cadenza, and foll

ows it up with a powerful account of

the last part of that movement that

puts an end to Horowitz's claim that

the big cadenza is a 'false ending'.

Then there is Lazar Berman on C.B.S.

who gives
a fiery, theatrical reading

which is equally convincing. There is

in my opinion no such thing as a de

finitive version of a work such as this,

and the different recordinas of this

concerto that I have heard show that

there are at least three ways in which

one can look at it.

The recording engineers have

done a couple of things which upset

me The acoustic they provide is in

its way appropriate to the perform
ance

—

it is small scale and intimate,

but they forget that the hall in which

itvwas recorded is a big and sonorous

.auditorium Horowitz in the concert

program states that he alters his tech

nique in performance to allow for the

.acoustic of the hall, and there is

evidence here of his doing that that

should not be so obvious. I refer in

. particular to the occasionally over

emphasized chords. Carnegie Halt

being fairly reverberent, heavy emphas
is of certain notes is often necessary

in order to make them clear above the

echo of the hall. The sound engineers,

however, have forgotten that music like

this is made in a large space, and at

times legitimate pianistic techniques

are necessary to the large hall are ex

aggerated by the close miking to the

point of vulgarity. What I am try

ing to say is that the sound engineers

have forgotten that the ambience and

acoustic of the hall is just as much a

part of the performance as the per

formers themselves.

The reservations I
have expressed

about how definitive this performance

is, and the sound quality aside, this is

a highly recommendable record, which

is a fine souvenir of the Jubilee con

cert of a truly great pianist, as well as

a new and convincing angle on this

concerto. (R.C.A. Record CRL 1-2633, .

also available on cassette).

Tchaikovsky's Manfred, unlike the

Rachmaninov Concerto is a piece of

program music, and as such it is poss

ible to perhaps eventually achieve a

performance which can say all that

can be said about this work. Yevgeny

9vetlanov's performance, despite the

wailing brass that is typical of Soviet

orchestras, and despite the indifferent

recording quality, is still the finest

version of this work thaff know of.

Lorin Maazel's account with the Vienna

Philharmonic is not far behind it, in

deed it is in somp ways superior, but

unfortunately both of these versions

appear currently to be off the market

To compensate, Decca have just issued

a fine new recording with the new

Philharmoniia Orehestra under Vladi

mir Ashkenazy. It is a very powerful

performance, spoilt only by one or

two uncalled for changes of speed, but

certainly not as bad as those which dis

figure the Yuri Aronovich/D.G. record

ing. It is put completely out of court

as a competitor because of some cond

ucting that is far too heavy handed. It

would require the eloquence of my

colleague the Amazing Athol to say

how vulgar it is. My other minor

criticism of Ashkenazy is that he

doesn't always register the more solid

sections of the finale as he should. I

felt its central section to be a little

bland. On the credit side there is a

splendid account of the second move

ment, truly a representation of the

scene where
'

The Alpine Fairy appears

before Manfred in the rainbow of a

waterfall' The gloomy Manfred theme

contrasts splendidly with this music,

sounding very Byronic as it does in

the third movement which is treated

with suitable simplicity. The New

Philharmonia play thoughout with a

fine, well-rounded tone. The last pages

of the score are very serene and in

spired, and they follow a truly 'in-

fernal orgy'.

To round off, a fine issue t)ecca

have provided a sound which is rich

and appropriately romantic, although

there were rather more clicks and plops

from the record surface than one ex

pects from this source. Until such

time as Maazel and Svetlanov return

to the catalogue, this record will be

a clear first choice. (Decca record

SXL 6853 Imported Cassette KSXC

6§53).

2 ? —

The market has been wide open
for a while now for a new recording

of Glazunov's The Seasons, ever since

H.M.V. deleted their earlier recording
with the Moscow Radio Symphony
Orchestra under Boris Skaikin. They
have now put matters right by issuing
a new performance with the fine Sov

iet conductor Yevgeny Svetlanov mak

The

Amazing Athol
The Boys Next Door 'Door, Door'

This album presenidd itself as a likely

victim for reviewing when it turned .

up at my abode by virtue of its cover
.

alone. Further research revealed that

it came from a Norwegian play of the

'30* s called 'The Hangman' (cop

that, trivia freaks). It certainly looks

very interesting, and surprise, surp

rise, the contents are too.

The cover notes give nothing
away, apart from the usual track

titles and recording dates and places.

There is a set of five pretty polar
oids of the lads themselves, but with

first names only, and no information

about who is responsible for what.

So, slavering hordes, I was reduced 1

to the unfortunate level of scrutin

ising the abysmal Melbourne Music

rag 'Juke'. This is not usually the

best source of background by a very

long chalk, but in this case, it was

surprisingly helpful. I was able to de

duce the following !:
.

1. The Boys Next Poor are the

sole survivors of the Suicide Records

Fiasco of 1978.

2. The album is not represent

ative of their material.

3. Nick Cave is the vocalist

(and the .most vocal).

The first thing that is noticed about
the album is the difference between

the sides 'It is more than 1/8 of

an inch of vinyl. Side one was re

corded in the middle of last year,

presumably for Suicide. The second

was cut early this year, with the

band taking a major part in the pro

duction. To be honest, side one

sound quite duff in places,
but I

blame the production. It consists

of fairly moderately-paced songs,
with a couple of faster articles

thrown in. One of these, 'Roman,
Roman' would have been excellent

if the
lyrics were not so bloody dumb.

This is surprising when compared to

the rest. They cover the usual range
?

.

. . you know, paranoia, alienation

and all that, but are intelligent and

well written. A pity about the pro
duction.

Side the second, on the other

hand, is outstanding. It comprises
four long slowish songs, including
the single 'shivers'. The general
feel of it all is not unlike Bowie's

'Heroes'. Cave's voice is mixed much

better, and is quite arresting. Instead

of the usual punkoid growl or scream,
he has^a deep and resonant tone

which fits in very well with the slight

ly eerie music. The famous Mick

Cramp thought it sounded like side ^

two of 'Low' (Bowie again)
*

So, what we have here is a good
music-from-a-young-Australian-band-

fuckedaroundbyrecordcompanies
and producers-type situation. Y'see

Mushroom Records had the distribut

ion options on Suicide, and ended up
with the guts of this album, but only

got around to releasing it eight months

after it was recorded. (In the meantime,
its makers had it refused by a couple
of other companies.) With so much

out-of-date material on it, The Boys
Next Door wanted to re-record, but

Mushroom only allowed them one

side. So there you have it / The

whole complex tale. .Wasn't it excit

ing .... .

For an Australian album, this

record really makes Little River

Band look like the bunch of wimpy,
M.O.R. pukes that everyone knows

they are but are too scared to say''

so because their friends might not

speak to them again. We'll stop there, .

Thank you.
*
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CALCULATORS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS & LEARNING AIDS

Large Discounts to Schools & Students

Send coupon today for your free 72 page Texas Instruments Product

Catalogue listing all new models, including Price List.

To: . DELTA SCIENTIFIC PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION

(ContractSupplierof T/l Calculators to all Government Departments)
Red Bank Court, St. Albans Vic. 3021

Please forward your free 72 page catalogue to:

Name:
?

? ? .(please print)

Address: ? ? ? ?
?

School/College/University attending: ?
?

. . . . ... ? ?

graduates
ft® ^/®®\? mm ?

'

.

^ research
X officers

/ grade 1
tBB As a Research Officer Grade 1 with the TREASURY you will

JV participate in preparing advice for the Treasurer and senior

advisers on general economic matters and specific policy
proposals.

In The work involves both macro and micro economic analysis
covering Budgetary policy; Taxation policy; Incomes and Prices

H policy; External economic policy and relations;
Commonwealth/State financial relations; Commonwealth

H[ Government loan programs; Financial markets and Banking/non
Banking institutions; Australian capital investment abroad;

H Foreign investment in Australia.

VH First or second class honours graduates or higher degrees in

economics, commerce and econometrics are needed. Some

graduates with majors in statistics and law are also required.

SALARY: Within the range of $10, 440-S1 2;828.
For details and application form write to Mr Doug Hinton, Staff

Development & Training, The Treasury, Canberra, ACT 2600.

(Phone (062) 63 3670).
*

APPLICATIONS CLOSE: 3 SEPTEMBER 197-9.

the treasury
Canberra

,

? ? ?
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CLASSICAL RECORDS (continued)

ing his western recording debut with

London's Philharmonic Orchestra.

Svetlanov has of course for over ten

years now been familiar -to us on Sov

iet recordings, but this is the first

that he has made with a western com

pany.
Those used to Khaikin or Anser

met's recordings of the work will find

Svetlanov a bit hard to take to begin
with. He adopts a symphonic rather

than a balletic approach to the score

which occasionally brings the penalty
that things move along a bit slower

than one would like. On the other

hand, at Svetlanov's more leisurely

pace the details of Glazunov's mast

erly orchestration are made clearer

than is usual, and to add to this the

playing of the Philharmonia is of the

highest order. They produce a rich

succulent tone which suits this mus

ic and H.M.V's engineers have given
the performance a recorded sound

that is rich and -well rounded with

out becoming muddy and boomy, and

has splendid detail.

Overall this performance is re

commendable and thoroughly enjoy
able because of attention (but not

fuss) over detail in both performance
and sound. This work, which anyone
now to classical music should find

very enjoyable, has been recorded a

few times now, but at the moment

Svetlanov has the catalogue almost to

himself. That is no worry, the per
formance ranks as one of the best

ever of this work.

Andrew Maher.

our union— big business
Many of you have no doubt heard of Uniofi's

Board's latest 'development' project — the
construction of a shopping arcade in the

area between the refectory entrance and the
Union shop. This 'development has been

heralded as of great benefit to students and

a net economic benefit to the Union which

has found it increasingly difficult to balance
:4.m I

?
l . _ Tl/in ir% a i/i/rn/ /r- I

lib uuuks. mio io uivinuc i

The preliminary estimate for the cost of
this 'development' was put at $70,000 in

1978. This figure does not allow for inflation,

unscheduled costs and interest on the loan

needed to gain this amount. A more accurate

estimate of costs, based on current inflation

rates in the building and finance sectors, would

be around $140,000, The expected rental

from this venture has been estimated at around

$18,000 per year
— thus it would take up to

eight years to pay for — assuming; no vacancies

at any time. So much for the economic argu
ments.

The most important question is do we as

students and paid members of the Union want

what little space is left in the building convert

ed to a shopping arcade. Once this arcade is

established nothing short of major and costly build

ing extensions will create more space to meet

student needs. There is already a shortage of

meeting space in the building., and unlike

other universities we have no music room. If

this 'development goes ahead students in the

future will have no opportunity to utilize the

space now threatened by private interests, for

collective purposes to meet student needs.

Who will benefit from this shopping arcade

Not the students! Apart from the obligatory
'student concesssions' — which are already
obtainable outside the university — the net

benefits of this development will go to the

retail chains who are, understandably, very eager
to move in. Few people will be able to afford

the commodities sold, particularly with the decreas

ing real incomes of students. No other student

co-op shops are planned for this development
and any profits made here will flow straight

OUT of the Union.

Furthermore, with the need to pay off «

the debt for many years ahead the Union

will be very reluctant to finance any other

construction which doesn't recap a monet

- ary profit, e.g. like a music, listening room

with a panel of cassett players and earphones,
an International Student Centre, Secondhand

Book shop etc.

What about the clubs, societies and pol
itical, groups who hold stalls in this area? It

has been suggested they move outside the main

entrance, into a canopy style enclosure.
So much for meeting student needs. What
about the lunchtime crowds who frequent
the area — will they go into the already
crowded refectory or be forced out of
their own Union building altogether?

! There is absolutely no need for priv
ate shops in the Union building

— partic

ularly in a city which has an excess of
retail establishments already. The econ

omic burden that this construction places
on us the. Union members whose fees will

finance this venture is greatly in excess of

any benefits we may gain from the 5% or

10% off a record or pair of jeans which
will be offered. Once these shops are buiit
little space remains in the building for

meeting the real needs of students in the
future. The profits these shops make will

flow straight out of the Union while the
costs they incur will be met by all of us.

Stalls and market days will have to be'

held outside under a 'Canopy' — even in

winter. .

This 'development' is totally against
student, interests, and while giving practice
to the Chairperson's entrepreneurial ability
can only result in the dimuition of the
Union's benefit to students.

Erich Janssen.
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Friday 10 August 4 pm.
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pcuple walk barefooted.

If your feet perspire a great deal, use a drying

powder on them, especially between the toes.

Ten per cent boric acid in talcum powder is

satisfactory. Wash your feet night and morning
and apply the powder.

TOENAILS

Ingrowing toei i

both sides of th B

toenails, tight fitti I
this trouble. Whe

straight across and

edges, these may b*

board. Thick nails c

nailffle.

X
CHOICE OF SHOES

Shoes should be long .

to allow the toes to liv

separated, ine inner edge -.
hourv

straight and the shoes should \ \
toes whilst fitting snugly aro. V J
under the long arch. Shoes shou. M ^

'breaking-in'.

Special care must be taken in the seic

children's footwear. Children's feet take

years to become fuUy formed and ill-fitting sho-~~

in the growing years can do untold and

V Foot trouble;

^Vjses
-

ill-fitti

^Vj^^^of
walki- M

The feet I.V y'

the life of thO'
'

of the body ana ^
bones are held toj
trom the strong mus, h

small muscles in the
uS$jjp

bones of the feet used for sianu... ^«^^-lng
arranged in two arches which act like springs.

le arch extends from the heel to the ball of

i ')t and the other extends from side to side
i the foot. In

walking, the bones in the

f te pressed closer together and then spread
'

?-. \in as the feet are flexed and the weight
ody is transferred from one foot to

'?* '????? ' -:?' !-? ..'i the v.»iinr. Id a\vc spring
tiw . ;

il V. 'Viclj i.lui ;(!Ch-,S il«».v«K 'A'C ''::iVO f'lat

-i.'i ? -.if ills.

Siiople ?: -.ocist-'S: su-.ixjuK?n)if!'!:iit on the outer

jiklt;
of ih i on the toes, will

flTuscics
supporting the arch. Picking

up small objects with the toes and curling the

toes over the edge of a book whilst in a standing

TINEA

A common infection of the ftp
known as tinea, or athlete's foot. Thr

by a fungus. It occurs usually ama

adults and people whose feet
perspire)

mild cases there is a soft whitish skin

the toes, often with cracks. In severe

blisters, raw areas and scalyr

-4
Tinea is more likely

conditions and is usually tJ
of locker rooms and swi\

people walk barefooted.

If your feet perspire a great jWa 1, use a
drying

^

?powder on them, especially between the toes.

Ten per cent boric acid in talcum powder is

satisfactory. Wash your feet night and morning
and apply the powder.

TOENAILS

Ingrowing toenails dig into the flesh on one or

both sides of the toes. Faulty cutting of the

toenails, tight fitting shoes or hosiery may cause

this trouble. When cutting the toenails, trim

,.rd if there should be any rough
iiii.-sc may gently with an emery

HpjQ^nl.
T'.iiok

_

nails ca n BSythinned down with a

Shoes should be
lwiij; enougl and wide enough

to a11o*,v the toes lo lio^Uaight and slightly

separated. The inner i-dwj^^he soles should be

slraiV'lit
ami ihc^v^^fKahG roomy across the

around the heel and

Shoes should never require
'breaking-in'.

Special care must be taken in the selection of

children's footwear. Children's feet take many

years to become fully formed and ill-fitting shoes

in the growing years can do untold and
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woroni

badge! \ ^hoo^iy/j

Well, I guess that by now you must have

noticed and admired our new logo, mast

head or thing on the front, whatever you'd
like to call it. Groovy, isn't it? Well it

actually looks even groovier pinned to your

chest, so, due to great public demand, we

present the instructions on ... .

HOW TO MAKE YOUR VERY OWN

WORONI BADGE.

1. Dig out' any old A. L.P., 2XX or James

Dean badge that you (or a friend) may have

had lyinq around. (The ones with the safety

pin, clip in center pieces are best).

2. Now that you have secured a safety pin. :

badge prise out the center piece and care- ;

fully peel off the plastic and paper (You

will need the plastic). At this stage the

badge should have fallen to pieces revealing

a shiny surface with cryptic words like,

'Nielson'in gothic script on the back.

3. Now cut out the WORONI logo provided,

place it over the shiny surface and squash in

the tabs behind it. Replace your piece of or

iginal plastic covering and clip in the centre

piece.

4. Now pin it to you head and go and im

press your friends.

P.S. If you can only find Patrick Bros, badges,

forget it. They are generally too small, have

no center pieces and are hermatically
sealed. There's nothinq stopping you simply
pasting things on them though.

AMUS
bQ/s
in blue

If you've ever been wandering around campus
late at night and been feeling a little uneasy
you may have come across a reassuring man
in blue. If you didn't then he's just as close
as the nearest internal phone (dial 9). He is

the man from A. N.U. Security and earlier

this week Woroni had a talk with a few of
them to find out what 'Law and Order',
A IVI II rt+l f l/% « A mII

n » . .X

aiyic, id an duuui.

The first thing we realised was that the
watchmen are not to be confused with the
traffic officers who book your cars around
the Union. The nightwatchmen aren't any

i

where near as anti-social and were at pains
to make this distinction. They are of course

all a part of the Property and Plans admin-'
istration and in fact most of the A.N.U.' s

'Law and Order' machine could be said to

be institutionalised there.

A.N.U. SecurityVpriorities are basically
the safety of University personnel, equip
ment arid buildings. (In case you hadn't

realised, this includes you.) Head Watch
man Mr John Rayner sees the service 's

role mainly as a deterrent to crime on campus
rather than a glamour type of 'seek and arrest'
set up.

Security could well be said to be runn

ing the University after hours. Besides protect

ing the place they may have to deal with any
thing from lost keys to fallen trees or even

tracking down a student with an urgent
message for him/her. In fact probably any

thing which can't wait until 9 o'clock the

next morning, probably ends up with these

trusty fellows.

Despite all this the watchmen still manage
to do a very good job as such. There has

never been a major instance of theft on this

campus, surprising considering the isolation of

many buildings. Most of Security's headaches
in this regard are actually caused by petty or

'of chance' theft and vandalism. Mr Ray
ner exampled Toad Hall as being a trouble

spot in this regard. Bicycles particularly,

are known to disappear from there at an alarm

ing rate. Mr Ray nor sees Toad's proximity to

Civic as the major reason for this. He would
like to see Toad residents organise something
for their own protection as this can only
complement his regular patrols, and make the ^£0
place more secure. mr

Woroni was surprised to hear that Secur

ity rarely has to call in the Police. In all but
extreme situations (i.e. murder or a bomb)
consultation with the administration must

first be made. According to Mr Robinson of

Property & Plans the Chancelry prefers to

be informed by the police as to when,
where and why they are on campus but the

police are under no formal obligation to make

this information available, especially if they
are in the course of their duty (i.e. pursuing
a criminal). This situation is complicated by
the fact that, unlike many universities, the -

A.N.U.'s roads are public and not subject to

any screening. Still, apart from the odd visit

to the Union, it must be admitted that we see

few police on campus. That this is so must

be largely due to the efficiency of our own

Security Service. Something which must

surely be encouraged.
One area in which Security does need

students' help is in regard to attacks upon

women. Mr Raynar's experience in this

regard has centred mainly around the Halls

and Colleges but he suspects other trouble

spots. In order to deter an assaillant from

striking any more than once it is import
ant that Security be informed as to the det

ails of an attack as soon as possible after it

has happened^ The simple facts of circum

stance, times and place may mean the diff

erence between a single or a multiple in

cident. A description of the attacker is

desirable but apart from this Security need

know nothing else. The information may ?

be easily conveyed through an informal I

third party (like Di Riddell or Pat Sorby) or fl

direct whichever you prefer. To avoid an att- E
ack altogether Security suggests that you travel!

with other people and keep to lighted .path- 1
ways, even if this means going the longer way. 1

Failing this, if you are genuinely concerned

about walking home across campus late at

night, ring Security and they will be more

than happy to give you an escort. What more

could one ask? Next time you're snug in bed

on a cold winter's, morning, spare a thought
for the A.N.U.'s 'Law and Order' boys. They

really do have your interests at heart.
^

Headwatchman Mr, John xtayner.
Mr0 Bruce Page ( s^and in^) and Mr. Rod Jotter ?

^^^ondutjru^th^vv^ctmi^sen^^e^^roonw^^UnlverE^^^lous^l
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This being an 'experimental', Woroni

V I thought I might be experimental in

my presidential rumblings (or, this

time, abstract musings and anxious

ponderings). The lack of direct party
political comment in my columns has

been noticed and either criticised or

; Draised hv sundrv nersnns arniind and

I*
about the campus. Please rest assured,

though, that I am not like that ex

?

\ editor of Woroni who was noted for

'sitting on the fence, with both ears

j to the ground'. A firm political com

mitment is called for if this tedious

job of S.A. president is to be even

j i slightly bearable; and for strengthen

ing that commitment, nothing is bet

:

j

ter than an incompetent illogical

! and uninformed opposition. I refer

naturally, to the Liberal Society. A

political comment, ex cathedra as

it were; that, though almost a spent

force on this campus, the Liberals by
their example are a great moral boost

for everyone on the left. To digress,

though: 'the left' is NOT a homo

genous conspiratorial cabal; at least,

not onsthis campus. The ALP Stud

i ents' Club has been condemned as

. i dangerously left; it is regarded as a

haven of right-wing careerist wishy
j- washy social democrats by those

??j

further left There are some corn

el munists, some international socialists,

^ quite a few anarchists, some 'indep-

endent left'; a congeries of differing

-Sj views and idological impulses. If the

M Students' Association policy seems

fairly clear cut, and predominantly
'left' in character, it is only because

| there is a very strong wide-based sup

|; port for policies which challenge what

£1 can only be described as 'the Estab

|s
lishment' (whether it be University

administration, government depart

jv
mental bureaucracy, or the Federal

government itself).

s;J
Not surprisingly, this.opposit

1 ion to the status quo. Less than 40%

] of students receive any tertiary allow

?'.I

n

ance, less than 14% the maximum

allowance. A university degree no

longer guarantees employment. Junior

lecturers and tutors, though often the

best teachers, are in constant danger

of losing their jobs in a harsh gover

nment cutback in education spend
ing. Learning as the aim of a course

has been replaced by certification: a

lunatic scramble for a pretty piece of

engraved and inscribed paper at the

end of three or four years has supp

lanted contemplation, inspiration and

enjoyment.

So, students tend to be dissatis

fied. The Students' Association attempts

to alter radically the causes of the dis

satisfaction. Its policies reflect its eff

orts. The conservative attacks on the

S.A. are totally alienated from the

attitudes of a majority of students.

Consequently they have not succeeded.

Moreover, they tend to be fraudulent;

lacking substance to attack in S.A.

policy or procedure, 'the right' con

structs straw persons to attack. These

include 'lack of democracy',
'left-wing control', 'support of re

volutionary causes' and the like. There

is an example in the letters column of

this paper. The misconceptions held

by many students about the S.A.

exist only because of lies put about

by the opponents of our democratic

ally decided policies, people who

have been frustrated in their attempts

to force the SA. into their own

mould of rigid, conservative bias.

Because the S.A. is democratic

(all decisions are taken at meetings

open to all students) it faithfully re

flects opinion on campus. Opinions

change, the S.A. changes.

There is a very large/very -

quiet body of students (a silent maj

ority, perhaps?) which expresses no

opinion. That body cannot be said

to support the few active Liberal

students, nor the ALP or left stud

ents. Failing to let anyone know

one's opinions is tantamount to hav

. ing no opinions, a bondition to

which many students condemn them

selves .

The 'non-political' person is

neither seeking to stultify the S.A. as

the Liberals would change it, nor

seeking to radicalise it as the left

would. The 'non-political' person

actively professes no change, and votes

for maintenance of the status quo

wherever it manifests itself. And is

thus caught in the contradiction of

supporting both 'the establishment' I

and the S A. which opposes it. But

does not realise that there is a contra

diction. Does not care. Does not think.

This non-thinking person is neverthe

less a student at a university, suppos

edly meant to be spending much of

their (see last issue of Woroni for an

explanation of the grammar) time

thinking.

Are we meant to yet have faith

in students and not despair?

Yes. Because some don't (or

can't) think does not mean that those

who do cannot make a valuable and

lasting contribution to the welfare of

all students (even the 'non-political
'

ones). Whether they like it or not, the

S.A: is speaking for the 'non-political'

people as much as for the activists.

Much as we would like to involve

everyone in the affairs of our association

we must accept that some people will

sit in corners spluttering and dribbling

while others become involved, interest

ed and interesting people- The more

of the latter, the better the atmosphere
of the university.

As I suggested in the last Woroni,
the involvement of students is grow

ing; albeit slowly. Gathering moment

um, though. We cannot yet bring the

students to the barricades, declaim 'a

specfre is haunting Canberra; it is the

spectre of Student Unionism. Every
where, bureaucrats, administrators, the

capitalists and the bourgeoisie are

trembling'
4

Not yet Perhaps never,

students being, as it were, classless,

an undefinable component of the

overall class struggle. If there is one.

Social theory aside (briefly), let it

not be forgotten that there is visible

a germ of a renaissance of thoughtful

criticism, of student activism.

Having said that, change scenes

again.

To the Union Bar — where the

Halls and Colleges Liaison Committee

(how democratic!) will be meeting,

first Tuesday of next semester, at

1.00 pm. Cut to Bistro, where Stud

ents' Association is meeting, on Wed

nesday the 25th at 8.00 pm. Flash

back to Tuesday the 24th July at 1pm
a massed rally (or small, intense group,

or a compromise quantity) meets in

the Union Court to discuss ways to

obtain more TEAS for all students.

Abandon cinematographic phraseology.

The last Students' Association

meeting: reaffiliated the Nutrition

Society; resolved to insist that a mot

ion to hold a referendum include the

wording of the referendum, but

rejected other alterations to referend

um proposals; rejected (very narrowly)

a motion to hold alternate S.A. meet

ings at lunchtimes, to get full and

detailed reports on the doings of the

Union Board; and was discussing the

policy we should adopt at AUS

Special Council before the now fam

iliar tactic used by the Liberal Society

(withdrawing all mebers from the

meeting) meant we lost quorum by
three members. At the next meeting:

a report on Special Council, grants to

CHAPS, motion to have detailed

financial statements at every meeting.

If you think you can think, be there!

So, enough of this article. Tell

me if you agree. Or disagree. Or like

. short sentences. Or prolix phraseology.
v

I will see all readers of this article at

8.00 pm on July 25th (won't I?) so

you can tell me then.

Stephen Bartos.

Gnomes
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There is one event which Liberals at

A.N.U. would welcome with open

arms, namely a decent influx of stud- '

ent interest in the affairs of their own

Students' Association. We believe all

the problems involved in the issue of

student government stem from the

apathy which leaves the important or

gans of that government open to the

machinations of extremist minorities.

The last meeting of the S.A. saw once

again the contempt in which much

scarred democracy is held by the rad

icals who control that body. Since

views which do not hold the requisite

bias have difficulty in appearing in

these pages, we have decided to take

matters into our own hands, by pre

senting the alternative view. The

Woroni editors generously provide

the supporters of the S.A. and AUS

with the last word in articles such

as these by tacking on 'explanation

columns'. Here's our explanation

column:
*

Quroums: the customary

student attendance at S.A. fneetings

ranges from a grand 1% to 2% of

the campus undergraduate populat
ion, and there is no evidence that

even this is a representative cross

section (unless the normal student

really is obsessed with rape, the nucl

ear family, capitalism and Queensland!)

At the last S.A. meeting 50 interested

people couldn't quite be found, so a

number of drunks from the Union Bar

sufficed to bolster numbers.

* Treasurer: Chris Warren leaves

much to be desired as S.A. treasurer.

At the last meeting but cne he used

the whole of his report time to make

an election speech for the Unemploy

ed Workers' Union, asking for a $120
loan on its behalf. At the next S.A.

meeting he evaded the question of

whether the defeated UWU was repay

ing the loan. A motion was placed on

notice at that time which read:

'That the Treasurer of the S.A.

present to every general meet

ing a printed statement listing—

1. all assets, liabilities, and acc

rued surplus and deficit as at

the date of the meeting;
2. all receipts and expenditures
since the previous statement

specifically listing
—

i) the payees of all cheques,

other than financial salaries

exceeding $100

iii) all payments approved by
resolution, along with the meet -

ing date and the wording of

that motion.'

Miraculously at this meeting a financial

statement appeared, courtesy of Treas

urer Warren.

* Referendum: By far the most

insidious affair in S.A. politics in rec

ent times: is the consistent refusal by
the S.A. to hold a refendum on con

tinued membership of AUS. A mot

ion calling for the staging of a refer

endum of the campus should a pet
ition bearing the signatures of one

tenth of ordinary members be pre

sented was defeated. The burning

question here is: what have we got
to lose? If S.A. lackeys are heard to

shout in reply, 'AUS!' it ought to

be pointed out that it's not up to

the S.A. to decide, but to students.

Even were A. U.S. a front for the coun

cil of saints, democracy demands that

what the people want, goes
— includ

ing AUSl 'With campuses seceding

throughout the country it is nothing
more than a cynical political fraud to

say that 'ANU students want AUS'.

Some of the arguments advanced

against a referendum are laughable: it

was suggested that a referndum would
cost $1000 to conduct, ignoring the
fact that withdrawal from AUS
would save us. $12,000 per year!
Such money would be better spent

by far in increasing facilities here,
at ANU, subsidising amenities and

buoying up the clubs and societies

budget. The only feasible reason why
President Bartos and his associates
should oppose a referendum is that they

they are afraid the outcome would be

a stunning reversal of policy towards

AUS, .and perhaps even the beginning

of a thrust against their own power

base in the S.A. Motions are current

ly on notice to prevent students even

asking for a referendum for the rest

of 1979!

*A.U.S.: a number of 'fextra

ordinary resolutions' were debated at

the last S.A. meeting. One of these

concerned the alternative between vol

untary membership and campus

membership of A. U.S. In the course

of discussion one of the delegates
to AUS Special Council later this

month suggested a third alternative

which made the jaws of a few people

drop in astonishment. Louise Tarrant

said that membership should be on

an individual basis on campuses

which had seceded, b'ut on campuses

that had not, membership would

still be compulsory! The analogy to

that is the situation during the Am

erican Civil War where Lincoln freed
the slaves still under the Confederates

but retained slavery in those states

which had been conquered by the

North. With suggestions such as these,
there can be little wonder why AUS

is currently losing student support
and lurching from crisis to crisis.

* Venue: The radicals scented

danger and were cautious of a motion

to hold S.A. meetings alternately at

the usual time and at 1pm on Wednes

day. The latter meetings would undoubt

edly have resulted in large, open for

ums and it may well have been in the

light of the danger of this situation

that President Bartos cast his deciding
vote against the proposal.

Unquestionably the S.A. will

always face communication problems
like these, while it continues to flaunt

the obvious inclinations of the bulk

of students. The stalwarts of the S.A.

oligarchy realise they hold their pow

erful positions by default only, and

seek to perpetuate the separation ot

the student and the student organis

ation. Members of the S.A. have, of

course, mainly themselves to blame

for the abuses of their representations,

but do we really deserve such hope
lessly prejudiced leadership? This

situation must be corrected.

J.J. Gunn

G.J. Humphries.

?
-

-

uin- oh/.-.
Elsewhere in this issue two liberals

have tried to present a very distorted

view of the S.A. In the past minorit

ies in the student body have earnt

the respect of the majority because

they have not set themselves up to

deliberately cast defamatory aspers

ions on to the student body that

fosters them. In order for the right

wingers to retain the respect of the

student it must, surely, be necessary

for them to respect us. This of

course calls for maturity and pres

ence of mind on the part of Mr

Gunn, Mr Humphries and their fell

ow travellers, but they have yet
to show us that they possess any such

thing. Radicals are radicals no matter

from which part of the political neth

erworld they come from, but as spokes
men for the so-called liberal point of

view these few radical liberals feave a

hell of a lot to be desired. What is

'liberal' in the practice of disrupting

S.A. meetings with every dirty trick

immaginable?
Democratic procedures are al

ways the weakest but yet most desir

able alternative so they must. always

be respected in theory and in practice.

The egotistic flaunting of buffoonery
by the rightwing minutae is in pract
ice completely anti-democratic and re

duces their liberal democratic theory

to just dogma. Their practices are

part of the disappointed over-reaction .

of a group of liberals whose policies

on A.U.S. and compulsory membership
have been voted out convincingly by
many S.A. meetings. But of course

the only proof of this is in the meet

ings themselves, so I urge all students

to attend S.A. meetings.

As a consistent observer of Lib

eral Party politicking through the

ANU student body, I find their app

eals to democracy, such as 'i, . . .

democracy demands that what the

people want, goes ....', inexpert

and ingratiating. Whilst giving lip ser

vice to their dogmas they have done

everything possible to thwart the

democratic decisions of the S.A., im

pede the decision making process,

and usurp the functions of S.A. meet

ings. Their performances, their abuse,
and their misinformation represent

the epitome of right wing undemo

cratic behaviour, fn effect they are

little better than ruffians. Certainly

they leave much to be desired and

give us little to respect. But my pur

pose is not to counsel them on demo

cratic behaviour.

As Treasurer I take exception

to their misinformation about the

loan to the Unemployed Workers

Union (UWU). The loan came up in

the Treasurer's report because;

1. The UWU is not affiliated to

the S.A. so could not get a normal

student loan or a loan or grant from

clubs and societies.

2. It was very urgent
The unemployed people had to pay

a deposit to the electoral office be
fore they could monimate for the
House of Assembly. They paid out

$20 each out of their dole cheque
and this meant that they had insuff

icient money for food and rent etc.

Thus they incurred unnecessary

hardships in nominating for the House

of Assembly. The student body gen

erally believes that elections in Aust

ralia should be free and that no hard

ship should attach to anyone because

they nominate for an election. To the

shame of Australia's electoral practic

es intending candidates have to be

rich enough to pay a hefty deposit

to, in effect, buy permission to stand.

This could only occur under capital

ism. I certainly don't agree with this

and by the S.A. stepping in to help

the unemployed by insuring them

against the hardship involved we acted

responsibly and helped to remove one

of the excesses of capitalism. Of course

the S.A. meeting approved_of the loaQ

being granted. In the discussion at

the meeting it was pointed out that

the UWU was very likely to get their

deposit back and would thus repay

the loan. At the last meeting the Ass

embly poll had not been declared so

obviously the Electoral Officer had

not repaid any deposits. This the Lib

erals knew so they asked the stupid

question 'WAS the UWU repaying the

loan?'. The answer was - NO they're

not but they will when they get their

deposit back — Fair enough too. How

ever the Liberals have raised the quest

ion whether or not we should demand

the money back. I for one feel that

we could' assist a deprived group in

the community if we converted the

loan into a grant. I would support

any moves anyone made in this dir

ection.

Chris Warren.

ANSWERS TO MYSTERY PIC

The winners of -the 1978

contest were Mrs. Willy

Branch ancl Sir Harold

Wilson of Norway*
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